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The emphasis of this book is on the first part of the subtitle, “Applications in Technology.” The cover illustration of a polymer processing facility correctly forecasts the emphasis on industrial applications. The experienced accelerator professional will be surprised at the broad range of industrial uses for accelerators.

The text is adequately illustrated with graphics that, for the most part, appear to have been taken from published reports. References are extensive, although in such a large field, it is probable that someone well versed in a subspecialty would find significant gaps.

From the standpoint of energy applications, the reader of Fusion Technology may be disappointed in the introduction to light or heavy ion fusion, in the section “Accelerator Inertial Fusion.” The references may be the best part of this treatment. The subject of neutral beam heating of magnetically confined plasmas is totally missing from this text.

Two other energy topics are covered: breeding of fissile fuel and materials studies with accelerators. Since nuclear fuel breeding using accelerators is an industry whose time is yet to come, it is not surprising that the reports referenced date from the years when it was generally thought that the growth of nuclear power production would rapidly deplete available sources of uranium. The same is true of reports of accelerators applied to radiation damage since both the downturn of the fission reactor business and the cancellation of the Fusion Material Irradiation Test facility have stretched the time scale of this area of accelerator applications.

The most complete treatment in this book is given to the field of radiochemical accelerator techniques, in a chapter of the same name. The broad treatment given this subject would make it an excellent introduction for any new worker in the field. There are good discussions and graphs for shielding, penetration, and dose. Aspects of this subject covered include the accelerator systems, the processing machinery, and costs relative to other technologies. The book also contains a very detailed discussion of ion implantation techniques and applications. This technology has been applied to harden metals such as cylinders for automobile engines. A related, but less demanding application, is using proton activation of the surface for wear analysis. There is a photograph in the text of a facility in Poland that handles this type of activation.

From the standpoint of energy applications, the reader of Fusion Technology may be disappointed in the introduction to light or heavy ion fusion, in the section “Accelerator Inertial Fusion.” The references may be the best part of this treatment.
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